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Introduction 
At present the problem of construction of neuron network for analysis and 

forecasting of one-dimensional time series is sufficiently formalized, there are nu-
merous examples of its successful solution [1-5]. In addition, there exists formal 
description [6] of the problem of forecasting of multidimensional time series. 
However, the available models do not consider for possibility of delay of signifi-
cant factors on studied variable.  

1. Problem of neural network construction for non-zero delay 
In order to obtain one-step forecast the problem of forecasting can be reduced 

initially to the problem of approximation of the following type. 
There are M time series Х1, Х2,…ХM of N observations each. There is a stud-

ied variable Y - time series with the same parameters, presumably depending on 
observation series. It is required to construct and to study neuron network which 
represents mapping Y = ϕ( Х1, Х2,…ХM) with preset accuracy on array of initial 
data at the times ti, (i=0,1…..N-1). A trained network is used for forecasting of 
Y(tN) value based on Х(tN) values. 

However, with existence of time lag it is impossible to guarantee adequacy of 
model due to uncertainty of selection of training vectors. From here follows the 
problem of detection of optimum lag, at which the influence of the i th factor is 
maximum and the shape of response surface corresponds to the shape of actual de-
pendence as much as possible. In order to form mathematical description of this 
problem the following variants of initial positions have been considered. 

There is a single series X with the observed values (x(t1), x(t2),…x(tn)). There 
is a depending series Y(y(τ1), y(τ2),… y(τn)). At this τ1 = t1+∆, where ∆ = -c⋅∆t. 
This problem is considered to be one-dimensional. 

With the assumption that c = 0, that is, t i = τi, we investigate into correlation 
dependence between the series x and y. If the conditions of application of linear 
regression analysis are satisfied, then the theoretical regression line can be pre-
sented by the following equation: 

bxay +=∗ ,  (1) 
where y∗ is the theoretical value of dependent variable. 

Parameters a and b of the regression equation are determined by the least 
square method. In order to determine parameters of the regression equation we 
propose to introduce supplemental variable ∆, which is the value of time shift: 

)γ(tbay ∆+⋅+=∗ .  (2) 
This problem can be solved if the form of dependence X(t) = γ(t) is known. 

Contrary to the regression equation in the form (1), (2) cannot be solved for the co-
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efficients a and b by known methods.  
When passing to neuron network simulation in order to solve the approxima-

tion problem of dependent series the pairs (x i, yi) are used. In [7] an example is 
given of neural network with one input, one output, linear function of activation, 
capable to solve the problem of detection of regression equation coefficients. The 
coefficients a and b of Eq. (1) are selected as adjustable parameters. However, the 
use of linear function of activation restricts the area of application of neural net-
work method of approximation with the cases of linear dependence of Y on X. 
From Kolmogorov's theorem it follows [8] that for any set of pairs 
( ){ }1...Nk,Y,X kk =  there exists uniform double-layer neural network with sequen-

tial couples, with sigmoid transfer functions and with final number of neurons, 
which forms for each input vector kX  corresponding output vector kY .  

Functioning of neuron network of the above described structure, but with one 
output, obeys to the following law: 

)))xw(f(wf(y
k
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N
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j
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(2)
iw  is the weight of the ith neuron of output layer, (1)

ijw  is the weight of the ith 
neuron of hidden layer, jx  is the element of input vector Х, *y  is the output of 
neural network. 

Provided that the network has one input,  
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where the index 0 corresponds to the signal and weights of polarization [1]. 
In order to solve the problem of approximation the neural network should be 

trained. For successful training using any known method it is required to have ex-
act correspondence of input ix to expected output iy  in each training sample. The 
supposed existence of time lag makes it impossible to construct correctly training 
set and to detect the value of time lag within solution of approximation problem.  

Due to impossibility of simultaneous solution of the problem of detection of 
optimum time lag and the approximation problem it is proposed to consider for 
time lag within solution of the problem of discrete optimization on the basis of the 
following considerations. 

Let us consider a possibility of statement and solution of this problem in neu-
ral network basis. The following formal description of optimization for one series 
in neural network basis is proposed: 

min,)))xw(f(wf(y(е 2
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where 

1w,1w,1x
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The given considerations can be generalized for M time series Х1, Х2,…ХМ as 
follows. 

Training of two-layer neuron network with existence of time lag is a process 
of searching for solution of minimization of objective function, referred to as error 
function, in the following form: 

∑ ∑ ∑
= = =∆∀
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,   (8) 

where N is the number of training samples, М is the number of inputs, wij
(1) is the 

weight of ith neuron of hidden layer, wki
(2) is the weight of the ith neuron of output 

layer, K is the number of neurons in hidden layer, х0 = 1, w0
(1) = 1, w0

(2) = 1, ∆j is 
the time lag for the jth input, xj(t-∆j) is the value of independent variable shifted by 
the value of time lag. 

As a function of neuron activation the following sigmoid is used: 

x1
1f(x) −+

=
e

.  (9) 

Let us define limitations for ∆j. 
1. The time lag ∆j should be non-negative which is defined by physical sense 

of the problem. Indeed, variation of independent variable at the time t+1 cannot ef-
fect on the value of dependent variable at the time t, thus, ∆j ≥ 0. 

2. Displacement of observation point to earlier times should not results in 
overrunning of lower limit of initial time series, since the event described by this 
time series can be absent at that time, and extrapolated values will not have physi-
cal sense. Therefore, , xj(t - ∆j)∈Xj. 

2. Optimization of lag factor for one independent variable (input) 
In the case of one independent variable X the problem of finding of lag factor 

can be solved as follows. The values of variable with various time lags form time 
series which reflects the history of this variable. In order to generate training sam-
ple the successive values of independent variable are selected x(t), x(t-∆1), …x(t-
∆M), where ∆i=i∙t, i=1,2,…M, M is the depth of historic sampling, as well as ex-
pected output of neural network y(t). The following training samples are generated 
for the time points t+1,t+2… 

Training, test and reference sets are outlined, and the neural network is trained 
by back propagation of error on the obtained training set with control of generali-
zation error on test set and final checking of forecasting error on reference set. 

Then absolute forecasting error is determined in the following form: 
*yyE i −=∆ ,  (10) 

calculated at elimination of input x i=x(t-∆i). This value determines sensitivity of 
neural network to contribution of the i th input. Maximum sensitivity indicates at the 
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input with optimum value of time lag. Displacement of the time series by the de-
termined value ∆opt leads to establishment of unique correspondence between train-
ing pairs (x(t), y(t)) and possibility of construction of correct sets for training, test-
ing and control of neural network. 

Let us assume that the considered "last" values of independent variable Хi are 
described by subset of inputs S i = {xi(t), xi(t - 1),… xi(t - ∆s),… xi(t - hi)} of two-
layer neural network of multilayer perceptron type of the structure М∗ – К–1. Here 
K is the number of neurons in hidden layer, ∆s is the time lag, hi is the depth of 
sampling with regard to the ith factor, М∗ is the number of inputs of neural network, 
determined as follows: 

∑
=

∗ +=
M

1i
i )h1(М ,  (11) 

where М is the number of considered factors. This equation makes it possible to 
determine the composition of inputs at arbitrary penetration depth for each factor. 
At h = 0 the values of independent variables at previous times are not included into 
the composition of input vector.  

Then the sensitivity of neural network to elimination of input, corresponding 
to the value of independent variable хi(t - ∆s), can be described by the module of 
absolute forecasting error as follows: 
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where E∆is is the forecasting error at elimination of input, corresponding to the 
value of the ith factor at the time t - ∆s, (2)

rw , (1)
rjw  are the weights of neurons of 

trained network, which were not changed within solution of the considered prob-
lem; хj is the value of the jth input of neural network , yp is the observed value of 
the forecasted parameter.  

In Eq. (12) λi
sj is the element of elimination matrix defined as follows: 
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The elimination matrix λi
sj is introduced in order to provide possibility of ze-

roing of link weights of input corresponding to lag ∆s. 
For the set of inputs xj

is, which is a subset of input vector (x0,…xj) and de-
scribes the history of variations of the i th factor, the following is valid: 

)Δ(txx s
iis −= ,   (14) 

where ∆s is the time lag, s = 0,…hi. 
We shall consider as optimum value of time lag ∆s, at which elimination of 

corresponding input leads to obtaining of maximum forecasting error: 
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Maximum depth of historic sampling with regard to each factor should not 
exceed half-length of initial time series. The time lag ∆s should be non-negative, 
hence 

0 ≤ ∆s ≤ N/2.  (16) 
Final form of the problem of optimization of multidimensional lag with con-

sideration for Eqs. (9), (13), (14) and (16) is as follows: 

{ }
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Non-linear character of Eq. (9) in Eq. (17), uncertainty of selection of sam-
pling depth with regard to each factor, increasing dimensionality at increase in the 
number of considered factors and sampling depth make it impossible to apply con-
ventional methods of optimization and require for development of special neural 
network algorithm with consideration for the described limitations. 

Now let us determine the depth of historic sampling on the basis of the fol-
lowing considerations. At M = 1 the neuron network obtains inputs in the form of 
the values of independent variables corresponding to time points t and t-1. Here-
with, it impossible to determine reliably existence even of single lag. Respectively, 
increase in the depth of historic sampling increases probability of finding of opti-
mum time lag. 

On the one hand, with increase in the number of considered previous values 
of independent variable total number of weights of neural network also increases. 
It is demonstrated [9] that in the case of equality of number of weights to scope of 
training sample the network loses capability to generalization. It becomes impossi-
ble to obtain forecast based on data not used in training.  

In the case of consideration for influence of several independent variables on 
forecasted value simultaneous analysis of sensitivity of all inputs leads to sharp in-
crease in complexity of neural network, lack of training data and excessive adapta-
tion of network weights to values of specified samplings. Network complexity 
measure is approximately estimated by total number of neuron network weights [9].  

Synthesis of neuron network is carried out at minimum penetration depth, 
which corresponds to equality of the number of inputs to the number of independ-
ent variables. This network is trained up to obtaining of minimum errors of training 
and generalization. Then the sensitivity is analyzed and the variables are classified 
in decreasing order of sensitivity. For each independent variable in the sequence, 
determined by rank, the optimum lag is searched with increase in the penetration 
depth according to the aforementioned procedure. In order to characterize other in-
puts the xi(t) values are used. 
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The obtained results of sensitivity analysis of networks with various composi-
tion of inputs are used for construction of the vector of optimum lags ∆={∆1, ∆2, 
…∆M}, where M is the number of independent variables. This vector is used for 
displacement of initial data set and obtaining of adjusted forecast. 

3. Information basis of simulation and forecasting and neural network 
algorithms of data processing  

In order to solve the stated problem of neural network simulation and fore-
casting of time series with consideration for significant factors it is necessary to 
have the values of controlled variable and influencing factors measured at specified 
times.  

Initial set of independent variables is reduced within acquisition of results of 
direct observations and expert estimations. Exactly the features of the considered 
time series, which describe systems with comparatively short history of observa-
tions, determine the requirements to completeness and reliability of initial data. In 
the case of decision to retain time series with omitted values it is necessary to se-
lect mechanism of series supplement. 

At the second stage of preliminary transformations the following procedures 
are carried out: encoding of inputs and outputs, data normalization, elimination of 
obvious regularities from data [9], construction of training, reference, test samplings, 
including determination of penetration depth into history of each factor, designing 
of elements of information, software and telecommunication infrastructure [10-14]. 
Individual issues of detailed research of information and telecommunication com-
ponents are discussed elsewhere [15-17]. 

In order to solve the forecasting problem with consideration for optimum time 
lags with regard to each significant factor it is necessary to solve such sub-
problems: 

1) preliminary selection of composition of inputs and penetration depth for 
each of them; 

2) training of neural network with minimum allowable penetration depth for 
each factor; 

3) determination of optimum time lag for each time factor; 
4) displacement of observation series and obtaining of adjusted training, ref-

erence and test sets; 
5) correction of composition of inputs of neuron network and training using 

displaced set; 
6) acquisition of forecast on the values of independent variables not partici-

pating in training and testing. 
In order to determine optimum time lag for each time factor the procedure is 

proposed to estimate sensitivity of neural network to the values of independent 
variable in various time points with increment of penetration depth for analyzed 
factor. Maximum penetration depth is defined as N i/2, where Ni is the length of 
time series of the ith independent variable.  

Sensitivity was analyzed as follows. 
Stage 1. Determination of maximum penetration depth by plots of autocorre-

lation functions of independent variables and establishment of ultimate width of 
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time interval.  
Stage 2. Construction and training of a set of neural networks with various 

composition of inputs: penetration depth of the studied series is assumed to be 
maximum, the other series are presented by one input per series. 

Stage 3. Determination of time lag for each series using analysis of sensitiv-
ity. 

After determination of optimum time lags a new set of data was constructed, 
used for training of network aiming at obtaining of adjusted forecast of dependent 
variable. 

The obtained values of optimum time lags were used for displacement of time 
series of independent variables and construction of adjusted set of initial data as 
follows: 

1) determination of maximum lag; 
2) displacement of each series by the value of optimum lag of given inde-

pendent variable; 
3) selection of approach to continue the process: reduction of series of initial 

data by the value of maximum lag or supplement of missed values. 
Displacement of series of initial data is performed using the delay line. 
Conclusions  
1. Necessity to consider for delay of influence of independent variables on 

forecasted value has been studied. It has been demonstrated that the existence of 
unconsidered time lag makes impossible to obtain correct training samples and im-
pairs forecasting quality. 

2. Mathematical statement of finding of optimum time lag for one and sev-
eral independent variables has been formulated in the case of application of regres-
sion analysis. 

3. Mathematical formulation of construction of forecasting neuron network 
has been obtained for the case of non-zero delay for one and several independent 
variables. It has been determined that the problem of construction of neural net-
work with consideration for non-zero delay is reduced to the problem of finding of 
vector of optimum lags, at which quality functional described by forecasting error 
E is transformed into optimum for all sets ( )111

2
1

1 ,,..., yxxx M
∗∗∗ , 

( )222
2

2
1 ,,..., ∗∗∗∗ yxxx M ,… ( )NN

M
NN yxxx ∗∗∗∗ ,,..., 21 , where M is the number of inputs of 

neural network, N is the number of training samples. 
4. A method of determination of optimum time lag is proposed, based on 

searching of maximum of absolute forecasting error with elimination of input cor-
responding to specified lag value. 
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The development of the state social and economic policy basis assumes the 

analysis of the distribution of population income in four main directions: 
- change of functional income distribution at the expense of having an influ-

ence upon the relative prices of the factors of production; 
- change of the distribution of income according to the size at the expense of a 

progressive redistribution of resources in favor of the groups of population with a 
medium and low level of revenue; 

- reduction of an income share of the most prosperous part of the population 
by means of progressive taxes on income and property; 

- increase in an income share of the least prosperous part of the population by 
means of direct transfer payments and gratuitous provision of goods and services 
for the population by the state. 

The above-mentioned four main directions are nothing but the methods of re-
alization of the state social function which define the bases of Russian social pol-
icy realization at a present stage of the economic reforms. [2] It contains the solu-
tion to a triune task using the following components: 

- social function should be directed towards the elimination of price deforma-
tion regarding the factors of production that will promote the growth of production 
efficiency and labor market formation. It can be reached by means of a pricing sys-
tem (on the basis of institutional or regional criteria), i.e. with the aid of giving the 
right signals which will regulate the activity of both producers, and suppliers of re-
sources from the society's point of view; 

- social function should be directed towards structural changes with the object 
of wealth and power redistribution in the society. It can occur as in a static way 
(privatization or reprivatization) or in a dynamic one (in the form of redistribution 
by force of economic growth or investments into the human potential). These 
things will contribute to the growth of an employment level and an income level as 
a result; 

- social function should be directed towards the income leveling between 
various national groups by dint of using progressive taxation of all the types of in-
come and property. The above-mentioned measure will allow the state to carry out 
a policy of consumption subsidizing in the form of financial and natural payments 
or in the form of subsidized goods and services which the state will give the con-
sumers through specific institutes [4]. 

A family is a major cell of the Russian society. On the one hand motherhood 
and childhood as well as a family are under the protection of the state. On the other 
hand the state influences on the household budget because nevertheless the institu-
tion of a family experiences a crisis as it has already been mentioned before. For 
example, a well-known social program of "Maternity capital" has a considerable 
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impact on the household budget of families which have a second child. Thanks to 
this program, a lot of families managed to expand their living spaces and started to 
build their own houses. More than 160 billion rubles were spent on paying back 
the housing credits at the expense of the maternity capital means. Since 2009 Pen-
sion Fund of the Russian Federation accepted 509 600 statements about the direc-
tion of the maternity capital means towards paying off the housing credits. There-
fore improving the housing conditions of a family with the help of credits is one of 
the most popular directions of the maternity capital usage. Federal and regional 
programs of support of underprovided large families render considerable assistance 
to budgets of the families which belong to these categories: they have certain privi-
leges while making utility payments or payments for kindergartens, schools, etc. In 
this regard despite the fact that the Russian social policy is at a low level, neverthe-
less it aims to support the household budget. The current situation is confirmed by 
the actions of public authorities. So, according to the law the tax deductions for 
families with children are going up: they will make approximately 1400 rubles for 
the taxpayers who bring up two children and almost 3000 rubles for the ones with 
three or more children. The tax deduction makes 1400 rubles for each month of the 
tax period for people who educate just one child and who are parents or a spouse of 
a parent, tutors or trustees, adoptive parents, a spouse of an adoptive parent of a 
child.  

The politicians also reconsider the problems of Russian families and express 
ideas about improving the situation. For example, the President of the Russian 
Federation declared at the meeting in 2010: "The system of social protection of the 
population should be reoriented towards the support of families whose level of in-
come is below a minimum of subsistence, taking into account the regional fea-
tures". 

The chairman of the State Duma Committee E.B. Mizulina (responsible for 
family, women and children issues) introduced the idea that a family support, 
motherhood and childhood are one of the priorities of a social policy of the Rus-
sian Federation. [5] It contains rendering assistance to large and incomplete fami-
lies, families with disabled children, preventive measures against family ill-being, 
as well as social rehabilitation of neglected and orphan children, children without a 
parental support, etc. Each of above-mentioned social groups needs special care 
and attention of the state. It is necessary to stimulate increase in the number of 
large families and as a consequence to raise a birth rate in Russia and to provide 
decent quality of life and social prestige of large families. 

Nevertheless, no matter how the state would strive for supporting this cell of 
the society it is impossible to forget that a social policy has not become a rather 
steady type and a form of social activity yet as it is still in a formation stage. 
Though a modern social policy activity certainly has its own purpose and the func-
tions which contribute to achieving this goal, however the specification of these 
functions is far incomplete, and the set of the social statuses and roles which are 
typical for social institutes is not fully defined. Modern social policy of Russia still 
is not able to provide an opportunity for all members of the society and its various 
social groups to completely satisfy their needs thereby it does not stabilize social 
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relations at present time and does not bring in the consistency of acts of the society 
members. 

The program "An affordable accommodation for a young family" is a good 
example. According to Sergey Mitrokhin, the deputy of Moscow City Council, the 
chairman of the party "Apple" though this program also promotes improvement of 
life quality of some groups of the society, it has a number of essential drawbacks 
[6]. The program covers a small number of families, and not the poorest ones 
which have an opportunity to participate in a mortgage. It goes without saying that 
according to this program it is possible to buy an apartment even for 500 thousand 
rubles, but a young family has not got such sum of money. Then it should be chil-
dren of wealthy parents who can help. Certainly, the program is useful, however it 
has insignificant coverage: far not any Muscovite with a young family is able to 
join it.  

The officials successfully made use of its imperfections. Undoubtedly, an-
other its disadvantage is that commercial building of Moscow does not allow to 
build houses within this program in urban territories, and the authorities gradually 
transfer the houses designed for young families to the region where a lot of Mos-
cow privileges (e.g. payments for housing and communal services) do not work 
anymore [1]. 

A family policy in different countries is not identical. Some countries 
(France) follow demographic purposes besides their social tasks. Other countries 
give priority to child protection from poor families. Such approach (concerning 
only poor families) is a characteristic feature of the USA as well as Holland. The 
third group of countries adheres to a more modern approach: they support all types 
of families (Denmark and some other countries). The accents of a family policy 
underwent changes in a historical retrospective. The changes in objectives, orienta-
tion, priorities, and implementation methods are the characteristic features of a 
family policy. A family policy reacts to many factors: economic environment, so-
cial shifts and a demographic situation. The reduction of public expenses can be 
reflected in the expenditures for a family policy though it happens not always. 

The national mentality which was formed during the process of historical de-
velopment of each country, influenced on a family policy owing to specific na-
tional understanding of the problems, priorities and social shifts. So, Denmark and 
other Scandinavian countries were the first to admit both parents equally responsi-
ble for education of their children and the first to introduce leave of absence in 
view of the birth and upbringing of the children both for a father and for a mother.  

Nowadays the concept of granting leave of absence to both parents applies to 
other countries, including those ones where women's social status is lower (Portu-
gal, Greece), than in Northern Europe countries. 

A common aspect for all European countries is the fact that a family is a ma-
jor social institute where new generations are born and brought up and where the 
process of their socialization takes place and these generations get economic and 
psychological supports [3]. 

Consequently, the public family policy has special value for all countries of 
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the world when historical processes of a family transformation, which proceed in a 
painful and contradictory way, intertwine with complicated problems caused by the 
global economic crisis. The development and realization of specific strategies and 
mechanisms which actively allow to develop family potential on the basis of im-
proving its relations with the state as well as a full realization of institutional rights 
and needs should become the most important task of a family policy. A family pol-
icy, supplementing and deepening general social measures, urged to contribute to 
the solution to specific family problems that is of great importance while carrying 
out the reforms. 
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The rapid development of economic relations that increases competition at 
both global and domestic markets encourages enterprises to develop and use more 
varied means of identification in order to attract consumers. And one of them is a 
brand. In this case, the relevance and practicability of using this economic category 
in the business units’ activity can be demonstrated by the brand’s ability to estab-
lish a special emotional connection with consumers providing, in turn the competi-
tiveness of manufacturers. 

The process of creating long-term consumer preferences is a purposeful activ-
ity to position the benefits of products compared with competing peers and to form 
in the minds of consumers associations and experiences connected to them. Its 
shaping in the whole bright and stable picture of the overall product presentation 
and its trademark is called a brand. In other words, the brand is a kind of the 
trademark image of the item, selected from the peer group by the target objects. 
Currently, there are many definitions of the brand, considering it as a set of image 
features of a company or a product, allowing to capture the market quickly.  

Generalization of different interpretations of the definition suggests that the 
brand means the attributes of an enterprise or goods that reflect their identity and 
values attracting the focused attention of consumers and encouraging them to make 
a purchase. 

However, the small experience of the Russian practice in terms of operating 
the examined economic category has led to ambiguity of its interpretation due to 
the identification of the brand with the trademark and trade name on the basis of 
their close relationship. That in turn makes it necessary to establish clear semantic 
boundaries between these related concepts. 

A trademark compared to the brand is registered by the relevant competent 
authorities in accordance with the law trademark (service mark) in the name of a 
natural or legal person engaged in business activity. This activity encompassing the 
goods’ images specified in the certificate is the effective means of advertising and 
contributes to the positive image of the company. 

The brand and trademark definitions comparison shows that both concepts 
denote the means of a particular manufacturer’s product differentiation from simi-
lar products of competitors. However, these means of identification relate to each 
other as a whole and its part as the brand includes not only the elements of the 
structure of a trademark (logo, name and soundtrack), but also a variety of other 
characteristics: the product itself, its consumer properties and benefits of its use, 
the image of the product and its brand, as well as associations of potential consum-
ers in relation to the goods. 

Also, the trademark is a generalized image, a symbol of the enterprise, while 
the brand is the result of actions to build commitment to the product in the long 
term, based on the combined effect on consumers of the trademark, packaging and 
marketing communications elements, united by a common idea, and one style of 
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implementation that single out the goods among its peers and create a unique image. 
At the same time, brand and trademark are identical only if the product has 

objective and distinct features for its individualization. On the other side, a trade-
mark can be considered as a brand, if for recognition and identification of the 
goods consumers use only those features that are registered by the manufacturer as 
a trademark. [2] 

Thus, the differences between the trademark and brand are as follows: 
- for legal purposes the existence of the trademark is recognized only when its 

use is limited to the legal framework. In this case, everything that can be called a 
trademark (service mark), is described in Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian 
Federation of 18.12.2006 N 230-FZ: types of trademarks, especially the state regis-
tration, the grounds for refusal of registration of a trademark, etc.[1]. All registered 
trademarks are protected by law; 

- the brand is all that consumers think and feel in relation to the product and 
its manufacturer, that is, any association (consumer’s experiences, the advice of 
others, advertising, selection, purchase, storage, transport, use, and so on), so the 
boundaries of the term’s use are defined by the consumers perception and feelings, 
which in turn describes the brand as a broader and more comprehensive concept 
than a trademark. 

Identification of the brand with the concept of the trademark can also be found 
in the economic literature, the difference between them is significant, however. 

The brand name is commonly understood as symbols, used to identify and 
differentiate products over competing counterparts. The brand, as noted above, 
represents the set of elements and features, one of which is the trade name (in case 
of registration - trademark), and consequently it becomes the next stage of its de-
velopment. This happens due to the emergence of stable positive emotional links 
with the target audience when the manufacturer fulfills his promises and potential 
customers expectations correspond with the product. As well as it helps to meet a 
wider range of needs.  

It can be stated that any brand is a trademark, but not every trademark can be-
come a brand, this in turn leads to the difficulty in determining the conditions for 
giving brand a new higher status. According to the most popular opinion overcom-
ing of the 20% threshold target audience loyalty to the brand is one of the features 
of the brand formation, if it does not contradict the characteristics and parameters 
of the particular market functioning. 

On the assumption of the above it is possible to identify the main distinctive 
brand characteristics, which are: 

1. The existence of a duly registered trademark or its complex; 
2. Significant (sometimes capital) cost of the promotion; 
3. Duration of promotion stage; 
4. Possibility of several brand names combination; 
5. The availability of alternative development strategies either goods or an 

enterprise; 
6. Monitoring of the satisfaction level, the analysis of the causes of dissatis-

faction and a rapid response to consumers complaints; 
7. The strategic orientation of financial investments. 
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In addition, compared to the trademark, the brand provides a number of ad-
vantages: 

a) the ability of the goods to win more market share compared to the same 
product promoted under the brand name or trademark; 

b) higher rates of demand growth for goods with the brand than the demand 
for products that are promoted under the brand names or trademarks; 

c) possibility of product positioning that has a brand within the target seg-
ment in the higher price ranges than similar goods promoted under the brand name 
or trademark; 

d) bigger profit margin from one meter of sales area; 
e) simplification of procedures and facilitation of the market launch of a new 

product through its sales under the already popular brand; 
f) a high degree of loyalty and the consumer’s commitment to the product 

and its manufacturer (more than 20% under normal conditions of the market); 
g) maintenance of the planned volume of sales in a particular market and the 

implementation of the long-term program aimed at creating and sustaining the 
product or group of products image in the minds of consumers; 

h) increase of profitability by expanding the range of goods and knowledge of 
their common unique properties, implemented by the corporate image. 

Based on the above, the presence of the brand provides not only emotional 
benefits to its owner but also the positive financial results fulfilling at the same 
time a number of functions that are of priority for consumers: 

o allows the ability to find interesting proposals quickly; 
o allows to save time and resources by buying the same commitment and 

specific brand; 
o gives confidence in the quality of the product regardless of the time and 

place of purchase; 
o confirms the image of the consumer for himself and for others, etc. 
As a symbol of the product, the brand is developed on the basis of the con-

sumer’s interests and extends his life values and promotes gaining a certain social 
status. Consequently, the brand also performs a social function by encouraging the 
creation of one's own consumers values by forming the image of the goods with 
the help of senses and emotions in relation to it, producers acting on the formation 
of brand identity, as well as the promotion and operation of its market. 

The carried out studies also show that the brand contributes to building the 
commitment of customers, which in turn ensures a stable competitiveness of the 
product and its manufacturer.  

Thus, the expert management of the creation and promotion of the brand 
should be viewed as a guarantee of the competitiveness of the whole enterprise, 
which in turn determines the cost-efficiency of its operation. 
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One of the first economists who proposed a systematic approach to the forma-

tion of tax science was D. Ricardo. David Ricardo gave one of the first economic 
characteristics of the tax in his book “On the Principles of Political Economy and 
Taxation”. “Taxes аге а compulsory financial contribution bу а person оr body of 
persons towards the expenditure of а public authority. They derive from the divi-
sion of society into classes, and the emergence of the state. Taxes are a portion of 
the produce of the land and labour of a country, placed at the disposal of the gov-
ernment» [9]. In this case, D. Ricardo believed that if the consumption of the gov-
ernment, when increased by the levy of additional taxes, be met either by an in-
creased production, or by a diminished consumption on the part of the people, the 
taxes will fall upon revenue, and the national capital will remain unimpaired; but if 
there be no increased production or diminished unproductive consumption on the 
part of the people, the taxes will necessarily fall on capital, that is to say, they will 
impair the fund allotted to productive consumption. 

K. Marx and F. Engels clarified the definition of tax «Taxes аге а compulsory 
financial contribution bу а person оr body of persons towards the expenditure of а 
public authority. They derive from the division of society into classes, and the 
emergence of the state. Socio-economic substance of taxes and types and the role 
are determined by the economic structure of society and the ensuing nature and 
functions of the state» [5]. 

Taxes embodies an existence of the state in economic terms, - K. Marx points 
out [5]. 

In the modern interpretation the tax is defined as an obligatory and individu-
ally non-refundable payment collected from organisations and individuals in the 
form of alienation of monetary resources owned by them by right of ownership, 
economic jurisdiction or operational management for the purposes of financing the 
activity of the state and/or municipalities (art.8, the Tax Code of the Russian Fed-
eration (TCRF)) [6]. Given characteristics do not differ much from each other. 
Within the meaning of them all - taxes are necessary for the financial provision of 
the state. 

The alignment of the tax relationship between taxpayers and the state demon-
strates the need for uniformity of terminology in the question of proportionality of 
payment. Different economists have used terms such as: tax take, tax salary, tax 
field, tax liability, tax burden. Comparative characteristics of the terms listed in 
Table 1. 

In our opinion, the term "tax liability" is the most accurate and complete to 
the criterion of proportionality related to these terms, that is if you have got an ac-
cess to public capital — you must pay. Furthermore, the discount component of 
saying the same thing, that is, first a tax liability forms (accrual basis), and then 
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payment can be made. 
Table 1 - Comparative characteristics of the terms 

Title Characteristic 

Tax take 
The share of income exemption of economic agent to the budget system and extra-
budgetary funds in the form of taxes and fees, and other payments to tax character 
[13]. 

 The extent of influence of the current system of taxation on the financial condition, 
character and incentives for the development at the macro level [3]. 

Tax 
salary Tax salary is the amount of tax paid by the taxpayer with a taxable object [8]. 

 The amount of tax paid by the taxpayer for a single object of taxation [7]. 

Tax field «Tax field» of the organization determines the tax framework within which the or-
ganization can carry out its activities [2]. 

 

The list of tax payments, classified according to the subject of taxation on the fol-
lowing homogeneous groups: revolving taxes (or payments on sales), taxes on ex-
penses, payments on the volume of production, property taxes and income taxes 
[12]. 

Tax 
liability 

Economic relationship, by virtue of which the taxpayer is obliged to fulfill all the 
necessary requirements for the calculation and payment of the tax, and the state 
represented by the competent authorities has the right to require the taxpayer to 
fulfill this obligation [7]. 

Tax 
burden 

In a general sense - the total amount of taxes paid; in the narrow sense - the level of 
economic constraints posed by the allocation of funds to pay taxes and diverting 
them from other possible uses [7]. 

 
The economic component of the tax is the influence of taxes on economic re-

lations in the country and is expressed through its functions, each of which shows 
how to implement a tax assignment in the society in terms of the process of repro-
duction and redistribution of income. That is, the tax - is an economic category, 
and, therefore, this concept is based on the settlement of property relations. Trib-
ute, dues or contributions - are not equivalent concepts in relation to tax. In addi-
tion, the relationship of the state with bodies of persons оr persons are objectively 
monetary in nature and they are aimed at mobilizing funds at the disposal of the 
state. This can be interpreted as a cash distribution relationships. 

Monetary nature of tax relations between the taxpayer and the state is defined 
in par.1 art.8 of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, where it is told about the 
alienation of monetary resources for the purposes of financing the activity of the 
state and/or municipalities. 

Cash flows (channels) are moving from the taxpayer enterprise to the Federal 
tax agency's inspectorate (state) in the terms established by the TCRF. There (by 
chapters of the TCRF) is also defined the value of these flows. 

These flows traditionally include proper taxes, fees, penalty duties and pen-
alty fees, the payment of which is regulated by the TCRF. 

Formation of the cash flows in the sphere of the tax calculations is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 - Formation of the cash flows in taxation 
 
Based on the position of the alienation of funds, it can be claimed that from 

this point of view the tax is pre-established rules, and mistakes in the calculation 
and payment should not be introduced. 

D. Ricardo in his work identified the source of the payment of taxes. «There 
are no taxes which have not a tendency to lessen the power to accumulate. If they 
encroach on capital, they must proportionably diminish that fund by whose extent 
the extent of the productive industry of the country must always be regulated; and 
if they fall on revenue, they must either lessen accumulation, or force the contribu-
tors to save the amount of the tax, by making a corresponding diminution of their 
former unproductive consumption of the necessaries and luxuries of life». In his 
opinion, it should never lay such taxes as will inevitably fall on capital. Since by so 
doing, they impair the funds for the maintenance of labour, and thereby diminish 
the future production of the country. [9] In a modern interpretation - taxes paid out 
of profits were enacted. 

The main functions of taxation were first formulated in the XVIII century by 
the great Scottish explorer of the economy and the natural rights Adam Smith (1729-
1790) in his famous work "An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations" (1776). Today postulates formulated by the great scholar, the founder of 
classical economics are called the classical principles (canon) of taxation. 

The most important are [11]: 
1. Canon of equality. Taxes are a legal form of partial confiscation of the 

property of the taxpayer for using in the public interest (interests of the society, the 
state). Any confiscation of property has always been just for the one who takes it 
away, and, on the contrary, it is unjust for someone who has been taken away. It is 
known that justice is extremely delicate category, it is difficult to define. No won-
der this common notion in everyday rhetoric is not legally defined. From the point 
of view of the law "justice" is a pure abstraction, it cannot be measured, deter-
mined, it has no standard. It is just what is just in the case. 

2. Canon of certainty. Adam Smith formulates the content of this principle as 
"The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain and not arbi-
trary. The time of payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid all 
ought to be clear and plain to the contributor and to every other person" as uncer-
tainty of taxation is the greater evil than the non-uniformity of taxation. 
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3. Canon of convenience. The meaning of this principle is that taxation should 
be done at the time and the manner which is most convenient for the payer to pay it. 

4. Canon of Economy. Today this principle is considered as a purely technical 
principle of the taxation. It is usually interpreted as follows: the cost of collection 
of the tax should be minimal compared to the income that brings the tax. Accord-
ing to Smith, the content of this principle is to ensure that "every tax is to be so 
contrived as both to take out and keep out of the pockets of the people as little as 
possible over and above what it brings into the public treasury of the state". 

Afterwards, the classical principles were complemented by German econo-
mist A.Vagner (1835-1917). According to Wagner, the principles of taxation are a 
system of nine "golden" rules, combined into four groups: 

I. Financial principles of taxation: 
1. adequacy of taxation; 
2. flexibility (mobility) of taxation; 
II. National economic principles: 
3. proper choice of the source of taxation, ie, in particular, the solution to the 

issue - whether the tax is to fall only on the income or capital separately from the 
person or public in general; 

4. correct combination of various taxes into a system that would consider the 
consequences and conditions of supply. 

III. Ethical principles, principles of justice: 
5. universality of taxation; 
6. uniformity of taxation. 
IV. Administrative and technical rules or principles of tax administration: 
7. certainty of taxation; 
8. convenience of tax payment; 
9. the maximum reduction in costs of collection. 
In Russia Nikolai Turgenev (1789-1871) was the first who considered the 

question of the taxation principles. In his work "The experience of the theory of 
taxes" (1818), he comes to the conclusion that the subjects of the state should pro-
vide the means to achieve the goal of society or the state to the extent possible and 
in proportion to their income on a pre-established rules (terms of payment, the 
method of collection), convenient for the payer. 

At the present stage the principles of taxation are, in fact, the fundamental and 
guiding ideas, the leading positions defining the fundamentals of the tax law. These 
general principles of taxation are reflected directly in the provision of the tax law. 

A.Smith also believed that the government should ensure the development of 
a market economy, protecting the proprietary right. To perform this function, the 
state requires adequate tools. Since under conditions of the market the share of di-
rect state revenue is significantly reduced, the main source of coverage of these 
types of expenses should be tax revenues. 

The combination of fiscal tax function and its distribution function, which ex-
presses the economic substance of the tax as a specific fiscal instrument of dis-
tributive relations, allows the federal center, or local authorities to reallocate finan-
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cial resources for the use and areas of the state. 
Russian economists offer the following types of tax functions (Table 2). 
Table 2 - Types of tax functions 

Pepelyaev S.G.[10] Evstigneev E.N.[4] Aleksandrov I.M.[1] 
supervising fiscal fiscal 
Regulating: 
- stimulating 
- disincentive 

control 
regulating 

economic or regulating 

Distribution Social  
 
According to E.N. Evstigneev tax functions are the way to express their vari-

ous properties, and they show how the social purpose of taxes as an instrument of 
distribution and redistribution of state revenue is realized. By means of taxes the 
state decides the economic, social and many other social problems. 

Characteristics of functions from the authors are mostly the same, and their 
content is important for the formation of tax policy. Only a fiscal and distribution 
functions have the economic essence for the enterprise, as during its realization the 
enterprise except tax payments there are non-tax payments in the form of penalty 
duties and penalty fees. 

Taxes levied in modern society, are similar to the ones charged several hun-
dred years ago, indicating the uniformity of tax bases. The author has formed a list 
of taxes charged in the time of D.Ricardo, and compared them with taxes enacted 
by the Tax Code of the Russian Federation (Table 3). 

Table 3 - Comparison of the taken taxes 
Name of the tax (by Ricardo) Modern interpretation 

(TCRF) Source [9] 

Taxes on Raw Produce (tax on national crop) Unified agricultural tax p. 133-145 
Taxes on Rent (from ground landlords) Land tax p. 146 
Land tax (tax on ground proportional to the 
amount of the product from this ground) 

Unified agricultural tax p. 148 

Land tax (this tax similar to the rent tax) Land tax p. 152 
Taxes on gold: 
-on the amount of mined gold 
-on the amount of gold in circulate 

  
Severance tax 
 

p. 161-167 

Taxes on Houses Property tax p. 169-171 
Taxes on Profits Taxes on Profits p. 172-180 
Taxes on salary Personal income tax p. 180-202 
Poor rates Unemployment fund p. 213-217 

 
The table shows that with the apparent analogy of the part of taxes, their cur-

rent number is much higher. 
Time does not affect the tax base for tax calculation, it will affect the overall 

economic mechanism of manifestation of the final effect of taxation, namely the 
effect on the price. D.Ricardo also indicated it: "since a tax on raw materials, the 
tithe, a tax on wages and necessaries for a worker entail higher wages and, conse-
quently, lower income, all of them, although not in equally lead to the same conse-
quences (increased prices)" [9]. 
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K.Marx and F.Engels also pointed out this in their writings: "taxes raise the 
price of all commodities." In addition to the price of a commodity tax increase "the 
cost of the tax collectors" [5]. 

The extensive system of taxation has developed only in capitalist society: "for 
the bourgeoisie - wrote Marx - method of distribution and collection of taxes, ex-
actly as their spending is a vital question ... because of the influence exerted by 
them on the trade and industry" [5]. 

Economic characteristics of the tax payments levied in accordance with the 
provisions of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 - Economical characteristics of payments put into operation by 
Tax Code of Russian Federation  

Title Position in TCRF Economical characteristics 
1. Value-Added tax 
 

Ch. 21. TCRF Indirect revolving tax, which is added to 
the sell-price of a product, work, service 
It isn’t practically subjected by legal 
foundations.  

2. Excise tax 
 

Ch. 22. TCRF According to the economical content, it is 
a collection of the part of a superprofit, 
which is formed by the higher demand. 

3. Personal income tax Ch. 23. TCRF Personal income suffers. Business enter-
prises act as tax payee.  

4. Tax on profit (income) 
of organizations 

Ch. 25. TCRF Direct tax, referred to the collection of the 
part of a profit 

5. Fee for the right to use 
fauna and aquatic biologi-
cal resources 

Ch. 25.1.TCRF Equalization fee for using public capital. 

6. Water tax Ch. 25.2 TCRF Equalization fee for using public capital. 
7. Tax system for agricul-
tural commodity producers 
unified agricultural tax 

Ch. 26.1 TCRF The instrument of the passive tax plan-
ning in the system of tax administration. 

8. Simplified taxation sys-
tem 

Ch. 26.2 TCRF The instrument of the passive tax plan-
ning in the system of tax administration. 

9. Taxation system in the 
form of unified tax on im-
puted income for particular 
types of activity 

Ch 26.3 TCRF The instrument of the passive tax plan-
ning in the system of tax administration. 

10. Tax system for imple-
mentation of production 
sharing agreement 

Ch. 26.4 TCRF The instrument of the passive tax plan-
ning in the system of tax administration. 

11. Transport tax Ch. 28 TCRF Direct tax on transport property 
12. Gambling tax Ch. 29 TCRF Doesn’t act 
13. Tax on the assets of 
organizations 

Ch. 30 TCRF Direct tax, which partly duplicates trans-
port tax 

14. Land tax Ch. 31 TCRF Equalization fee for using public capital. 
15. Ecological tax Law of the Russian 

Federation Concern-
ing the Protection of 
the Natural Environ-
ment 

Equalization fee for using public capital. 
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Title Position in TCRF Economical characteristics 
16. Mineral resource re-
covery tax 

Ch. 26 TCRF Equalization fee for using public capital. 

17. Penalty duty Art. 122 TCRF Compensation payment for introduced 
mistakes 

18. Penalty fee Art. 75 TCRF Compensation payment for late payment 
of tax liabilities 

19. Discounts Art. 40 TCRF Direct tax on reduction in price, which 
infringes the provision of the art. 40 
TCRF 

 
 The Tax Code of Russian Federation limited quantity and structure of the 

taxes collected in the territory of the Russian Federation, what helps business to 
plan its tax burden on the one side, and to understand further development of this 
business in the changes of the state taxation policy on another. The main courses of 
the taxation policy in the 2013 year put forward competitive recovery of Russian 
economics as the main object, more than that in the mid-term perspective till 2015 
the change of business tax burden is supposed, what should be taken into consid-
eration in the planning of the financing activity of business. 
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The trade secrets (know-how) and the commercial secrets have grown in the 

civil law from trade and business practices. Despite the widespread use of the trade 
secrets (know-how) their concept is not defined either in the framework of the mul-
tilateral agreements on intellectual property or trade, nor the laws of the most for-
eign countries, and exists only in legal doctrine and jurisprudence. The protection 
of the trade secrets (know-how) from disclosure often does not receive proper at-
tention that leads to the leakages of commercially significant information.  

The importance of the research issues of disclosure the trade secrets (know-
how) is due to insufficient knowledge of the trade secret (know-how) as an object of 
legal protection in the national science of civil law as well as the lack of the guide-
lines for the protection of the trade secrets (know-how). As a result companies have 
to take their own measures to protect the trade secrets (know-how) from unauthor-
ized disclosure. The law also does not provide a clear mechanism for the legal pro-
tection and establishes only a liability for disclosure (Art. 255 of the Criminal Code 
[1], Art. 22.13 of the Code of Administrative Offences [2]). 

The problem of disclosure of the trade secrets (know-how) is due primarily to 
the fact that the level of legal protection for this type of information is not proper. 
The following reasons are: the lack of a common practice of investigation of the 
criminal violations of this kind, the lack of the specialists who could successfully 
investigate such crimes as well as skilled experts in the field of the trade secrets 
(know-how). When applying for the judicial protection the applicant must first 
prove a violation of the secrecy of commercial information and the consequences 
of that breach. Meanwhile the Art. 255 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of 
Belarus [2] (hereinafter - CC) does not regulate the size of considerable material 
damage. 

Most experts point out that in order to prevent the disclosure the employer 
should first prove economically rational classification of commercial information. 
In order to secure the protection of the commercial secrets one should also be clear 
about the dissemination of such data and the ways how to obtain it. This will help 
to develop the most effective measures to prevent leakage of the information of 
this kind. 

The most common ways of the loss of information are due to the lack of the 
procedure of the proper access to it, and this creates an opportunity for unauthor-
ized persons to obtain confidential information from business correspondence, of-
ficial telephone calls, unregistered copies of the documents. 

As already noted, one should first establish a list of information relating to the 
trade secrets (know-how), which is set to be a trade secret. In accordance with Art. 
8 of the Law "On the Commercial Secrets" (hereinafter - the Law) "The regime of 
the trade secrets considered to be established after the definition of the information 
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to be protected as a trade secret" [3]. 
Than it is advisable to fix the concept of the trade secrets in the corporate law 

of the employer and work out special Regulations for the purpose of internal con-
trol. This document should include the concept of trade secrets (know-how), the 
procedure for the protection of information, a list of the officials responsible for 
the trade secrets; the concept of access to the information, the owner of the infor-
mation, transfer of the information, disclosure of the information, etc. The follow-
ing local normative legal acts of the enterprise should be made on the basis and in 
pursuance of the Regulations. 

Information relating to the trade secrets (know-how) should not be publicly 
known (Part 1 of Art. 182 of The Code of the Civil Procedure) [4], and should be 
entrusted to the limited number of the individuals. The charter of the company can 
also establish the relations between employees on the use of the trade secrets 
(know-how), and assign the responsible officer of the security services, which 
would track the mode of use of the trade secrets (know-how). 

The employer also needs to streamline labor law: to adopt certain rules in the 
field of the trade secrets (know-how) and the sanctions for breach of their use and 
disclosure. In the employment contracts who have access to the trade secrets 
(know-how) it is advisable to include an item on the regime of the secrets regard-
ing the trade secrets (know-how). One must also issue a special order for person-
nel. For example, it is useful to add to the employment contracts the following 
commitments: 

- Not to disclose the secret component (know-how), and other information 
constituting the trade secret (know-how), which will be entrusted to employee or 
will become available for work; 

 - Not to disclose to the third parties and not to disclose information in the or-
ganization, without the consent of the administration of the organization; 

 - Not to use the trade secret (know-how) to engage in activities that may 
harm the organization, even after the termination of employment; 

 - In the case of the attempts by the unauthorized persons, including the gov-
ernment officials, get the employee information which is the trade secret (know-
how), immediately notify the proper officer; 

 - Immediately inform the appropriate official of the organization of the loss 
of trade secrets, as well as the causes and the conditions of possible leakage of in-
formation constituting the trade secret (know-how); 

 - In the case of redundancy all media that make up the trade secret (know-
how): documents, drawings, manuscripts, tapes, disks, diskettes, printouts, photos 
and so on, which are at the disposal of the employee in connection with the per-
formance of his duties while working at the enterprise, must be transferred to the 
appropriate official of the enterprise. 

In order to establish a regime of the commercial secrets of the trade secret 
(know-how) one should also protect the use of the documents of the organization: 
e-mails, memos, reports, statements, and so on. It can be done by the setting spe-
cific restrictions and control on the software applications of personal computers of 
staff and administration for a number of the documents, including electronic, spe-
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cial marks that its contents constitute the trade secret (know- how). For example, 
on the basis of Art. 8 of the Law "On the Commercial Secrets" [3], put on the top 
right corner of the document mark "the trade secret (know-how)." Owner LLC "Bi-
son", 220012, Belarus, Minsk, etc. - Pobeditelei 23 - 805. 

In order to prevent the disclosure of the trade secrets (know-how) the em-
ployer in the first place should improve personnel management of the company, 
consolidate the concept of the trade secrets (know-how) in corporate law, create 
internal Regulation "On the trade secrets (know-how)." It should be noted that the 
above measures will help the owners of trade secrets (know-how) to ensure an 
adequate level of protection and to prevent illegal collection, use and disclosure. 
The evolution of the national legislation in accordance with international legal 
standards and experiences will help to integrate the Republic of Belarus into the 
global economic and political processes. 
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Planning of profit growth is always associated with the adjustment of product 

supply this or other way, depending on consumer demand. Forecasting consumer 
demand on the basis on analytical assessments cannot be considered valid any-
more. It’s not enough know the current consumer demand, but it is important to 
predict the trends of its development in the future, i.e. the research of the consumer 
demand must be a dynamic process. At the same time it is important not only to 
predict, but also to plan the consumer demand, i.e. to influence its changes in this 
or other way through economic instruments of business entities. In other words, 
one should take into consideration that the consumer demand is inextricably linked 
to other variable categories, such as the market, consumers market, competition, 
product offering. Their changing promotes the change in the consumer demand. 
The consumer demand is influenced by many factors, which also should be studied 
as dynamic processes. The carried out research [1,2] is extremely relevant, since 
the proposed methodology of the dynamic consumer demand research makes it 
possible to create truly competitive products that will be in high demand at both 
domestic and international markets. 

The proposed methodology of consumer demand planning is based on con-
structing the matrix of consumer segments formed on the principle of the balance 
of consumers’ needs and paying capacity. 

 
Fig. 1. Matrix of consumer segments 
 
Strategic Management Areas are understood as the consumer market seg-

ments that are defined on the basis of the quality demands and the level of con-
sumers’ paying capacity. The matrix represents 1, 2, 3d sector of product offering, 
corresponding to high, medium and low needs levels and the level of prices. Each 
commodity sector is divided into three consumer segments, which display a certain 
quality products (high, medium, mass-market demand), but with varying degrees 
of novelty, customer appeal, and therefore different profitability and potential in a 
particular class of products. Thus, we could define 9 notional consumer segments 
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that differ in customers paying capacity, product strategies, profitability and the 
company’s potential. 

To determine the commodity positioning areas the company must predict pos-
sible changes in the consumer demand in each of the selected customer segments 
of the market in different time periods of demand. The company should take into 
account that the price, volume and quality indicators of consumer demand even for 
one and the same product throughout its life cycle in the market will change. When 
product demand rises, the company has a chance to position the product in the 
most profitable segment of the commodity market sector, where the products of 
this level are positioned. Much less common is the situation when due to engineer-
ing and design enhancements of the product, the company changes its positioning 
area for a more promising commodity market sector. However, changing of prod-
ucts positioning areas is the most practical for the company when its demand is be-
ginning to decline. To extend the life cycle of the product on the market, the com-
pany can transfer with it, not only from a more profitable segment to another less 
profitable within a particular commodity sector, but it can also try to keep its high 
profitability. To do this, the company should consider the possibility of transfer 
from a prestigious commercial sector into the less prestigious, but where it will be 
able to position the product in the most profitable segment of the market. 

Figure 2 illustrates the most likely and common changes in the products po-
sitioning areas on the later stages of their life cycle with the purpose of main-
taining the product demand and its profitability at a good level. 

 
Fig. 2. The scheme of the change in consumer goods positioning segments 

during their passing stages of the life cycle on the market 
 
In the later stages of the product life cycle, when new products and of higher 

quality appear on the markets, the demand for the previous makes decreases. In 
this situation, the decision to reduce the price of this product and to change the 
consumer segment of its positioning will allow the company to keep the goods on 
the market and to support the demand for them. As can be seen from the scheme, 
in most cases the company tries to maintain profits at the same level. It is rarely the 
case, when in the later stages of demand the company can find more profitable 
segments of positioning, unless it finds a niche in the market, which has been 
abandoned by the competitors. 

However, the time demand factor is not the only aspect that should be consid-
ered when planning. It is important to study the dynamics of changes in the factors 
that influence the customers' demands. It should be noted that not only the manu-
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facturers of products may change the areas of its positioning in the market, but 
consumers can change their quality demands and move from one consumer seg-
ment to another. Consumer demands depend on various factors, but their level of 
paying capacity has the main influence on them. The company must take into ac-
count that the consumer needs in different consumer segments are not static, but 
dynamic. Therefore, when planning the indicators adjustment of products supply 
it is very important for the company to predict the possible overflow of customers 
from one customer segment to another correctly. There are two types of "migra-
tion" of customers. 

The first is the most probable and it happens due to borderline customers. 
Customers purchase goods in the customer segments, unusual for them and their 
transition to the other customer segments, more suitable for them is very likely, 
these segments positioning the products which are more appropriate to the level of 
their paying capacity and the typical quality requirements. This is shown in Fig. 3. 
In the first commodity sector borderline customers are the customers in the con-
sumer segments 1.2 and 1.3. Their transition to the second trade sector is very 
likely – to the consumer segments 2.2 and 2.3, rarely the customers moving from 
segment 1.3. into segment 3.3. 

 
Fig. 3. Overflow of borderline customers from one consumer segment to an-

other, in accordance with the level of effective demand  (notation: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 - consumer segments of the market;     – customers 
overflow between segments) 

 
At the same time, the first commodity sector can be extended through the 

same borderline customers of the second commodity sector of the consumer seg-
ment 2.1 and even from the third commodity sector - the consumers of consumer 
segment 3.1. The transition of customers from consumer segments 3.1 and 3.2 into 
the second commodity sector of the market is very likely. The commodity sector 
can be increased by moving of the first commodity sector consumers - from con-
sumer segment 1.3 and the second commodity sector - from the consumer segment 
2.3 into it. Thus, it is not the case of transition from one customer segment to an-
other within a particular commodity sector, but it is their overflow between the 
commodity sectors of the market. This should be taken into account in the forecast. 
If the market prices change or there are changes in effective demand, in customers’ 
quality requests, the nature of the overflow of customers in commodity sectors and 
consumer segments changes radically. 
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That brings us to the second reason of customers’ "migration", that happens 
due to the dynamics of effective demand and the change in quality inquiries. In 
other words, the overflow from one customer segment to another is a result of 
changes in the terms of sales (rising product prices) or changes in the paying ca-
pacity of customers groups. If there are no sudden changes in the economy, it is 
very likely that one can predict changes in consumer preferences and possibilities 
in related consumer segments. Fig. 4 shows an exemplary diagram of the overflow 
of customers from one customer segment to another with their quality require-
ments and paying capacity increased. 

 
Fig. 4. The customers overflow from one customer segment to another due to 

improved quality demands and paying capacity 
 
Customers of the cheapest goods in their product sector seek to enhance their 

paying capacity and go to more prestigious and expensive segments of the market 
commodity sector to buy goods of a better quality, which are sold it at a higher 
price. Figure 4 shows a smooth customers overflow due to their having found the 
ways to improve their paying capacity reserves within a particular commodity sec-
tor, namely from segment 3.3 to segment 3.2, and from there to 3.1, from segment 
2.3 to segment 2.2, and from there to 2.1 , from segment 1.3 to segment 1.2, and 
from there to 1.1. However, a significant change in paying capacity of consumers 
can lead to a radical change in their quality demands and their changing not only 
the segment, but also the commodity sector. Most often this happens when cus-
tomers tend to move to purchasing goods in more prestigious commodity sectors. 
For example, they move from purchasing consumer goods of decent quality (sector 
3.1) to goods of well-known brands and guaranteed high-quality (section 2.1), and 
from them to purchasing luxury goods (section 1.1). The matrix shows not a sharp 
but a smooth transition from one customer segment to another, from one commod-
ity sector to another. However, in case of the rapid changes in consumer demands 
and market conditions, abrupt migration of customers and the transition of the 
company with its goods from one customer segment to another are possible. 

If there is a situation of a sharp rise in prices in the market, the decline in ef-
fective demand and, as a consequence, lower-quality customer demands, one may 
observe quite different relations of the customers overflow within market sectors. 
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Fig. 5. The overflow from one customer segment to another due to the reduc-

tion in their quality demands and paying capacity 
 
Fig. 5 shows a smooth transition of customers from one customer segment 

to another, from one commodity sector to another by reducing their quality de-
mands due to the decrease of their paying capacity. Although in reality sudden 
changes of customers within commodity market sectors are possible. It depends on 
the ratio of the prices growth dynamics and the reduction of the earning power of 
payment groups. Therefore, the analysis of the effective demand dynamics must be 
the primary step in predicting consumer overflow situation between customer seg-
ments and product sectors of the market. 

Thus, the proposed methodology for studying the dynamics of supply and 
demand allows better planning of the product offering by the company. Changes in 
the number, composition and customers inquiries, their paying capacity determine 
the demand in the strategic management areas of the company, which has a direct 
effect on the plans of the company and its strategy of product positioning. In fast 
growing markets and fast changing business environment, the creation of competi-
tive products is increasingly dependent on the ability of the company to maneuver 
its brand positioning strategies and positioning areas of their products with the ac-
cont of customers "migration" within consumer segments and product market sec-
tors. 
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Currently the growing social demand has a considerable influence on the en-

trepreneurs’ behavior as well as it increases their level of social responsibility, ac-
tivity and mobility. The result is that companies and corporations that claim sus-
tainable development and leading position at the global and national markets have 
to respond to the growing requirements of the world community, the civil society 
and the state. These companies then become actors of the growing institution of 
corporate social responsibly (CSR). At the same time the introduction of CSR in-
stitution to Russia is an example of a controlled creation of institutions – the im-
port of a ready-made institutional object. Indeed, Russian community joined the 
United Nations Global Initiative (Global Compact) at the stage of its implementa-
tion into national business communities and it accepted the whole set of common 
values concerning responsible business practices, as well as the strategic manage-
ment experience and marketing-techniques of successful companies in the devel-
oped countries.  

The effectiveness and functionality of a transplanted institution depends on 
how well it is converged with cultural and institutional areas, into which it is being 
implemented. The CSR development perspectives are largely determined by the 
potential of homogeneous institutions and complementary institutes that integrate 
social perceptivity in the company’s reproductive scheme.  

Russia’s special features of institutional development are to a considerable ex-
tent determined by the commonality of its material and technical environment (the 
term by Kirdina), that “suggests its use as a single indivisible system whose parts 
cannot be separated without the risk of disintegration” [1, p. 61] and consequently 
its communal type of sociality. The long preservation of the collective forms of 
economic organization conditioned the prevalence of collectivism as the country’s 
domineering economic ideology. Present intensification of the entrepreneur com-
munity’s social mission in Russia has brought into focus the correspondence of the 
country’s institutional system to the conditions of the CSR development. Even if 
the positive answer to this question may seem obvious the problems and contradic-
tions which arise in the CSR functioning, require a closer look on Russia’s institu-
tional economic history.  

The importance of mental constructions (beliefs, ideas, creed, ideology, theo-
ries determining people’s perception of the world) for the institutional develop-
ment have been discussed in the works of D. North. The institutions’ sustainability 
or mobility, the perception of institutional innovations are formed on the basis of a 
deep interrelation in which “the development of knowledge forms our understand-
ing of the outside world, that in turn directs our research efforts” [2, p.76].  

CSR as any other institution is a complex of specific institutes (socially for-
malized functions) which form a specific image of a subject’s economic behavior 
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during the action of their agents. In such a case “every institute depends on its ac-
tor’s knowledge and skills, technical facilities applied, objects of activity and envi-
ronment, inner structure, the position and role in society, space-time continuum 
and the outline of conducted activities” [3, p.9]. The transition of knowledge and 
economic experience from one subject to the other is what constitutes the informa-
tional function of an institution which specifies the ratio of heredity and mobility. 
The reproduction of business practices stored in the depths of the social memory is 
a mechanism determining the heredity. The inaccurate, distorted perception of tra-
ditions, customs, rituals and other institutional attributes leads to institutional mu-
tations. Mobility as an institution’s feature is formed by means of constant accu-
mulation of alterations, too.  

Impulses of economic development promote the acquisition of new knowl-
edge, incorporated in the country’s institutional matrix, growing economic benefit 
from technical innovations and social safeguard of businesses. There is a fully 
grounded question: how effectively the institution of CSR is developing in Russia 
and if it is capable of producing the economic growth impulses.  

CSR institutes including charity, sponsorship, patronship, voluntary work 
have inner foundations in the Russian economic system. They appeared as non-
government forms of social security insurance and can be traced to the traditions of 
communal economy transmitted within the peasant class – the largest and the most 
stable institutional structure in Russia. 

Economic and social stability of the Russian commonalty has for a long time 
been seen by the Russian public as the sign of efficiency of this social institution. 
Perseverance of Russian rural economic identity was considered as means of 
reaching social stability in the situation of increasing conflicts and contradictions 
of capitalism in Western countries. The idea was that “education and disciplining 
of our people for the communal form of labor is carried out without the leading 
role of capital, but by means of the commonalty” [4, p.2], which contains a range 
of advantages of socioeconomic nature. However, the revolution of modern capi-
talism has shown the ability to solve economic conflicts and issues of social equity 
on the basis of economic market institutions, for instance – CSR. This enabled re-
searchers to consider a different aspect – to determine functions and mechanisms 
complementary to modern institutions of CSR.  

Among the most significant mechanisms of social stability of the Russian 
commonalty there is a system of communal mutual help whose aim was to guaran-
tee the survival of an individual (a family) in the extreme conditions of agriculture. 
Trying to minimize economic risks households promoted collective forms of fields 
clearing, maintenance of community’s property, safety fund establishment etc. The 
mental reflection of a deep interrelation of a peasant’s household with the sur-
rounding community was the ideology of collectivism. The ancient man consid-
ered himself not as an isolated individual but as a person, belonging to the com-
munity incorporating in his life various personal relations, being aware of the fel-
lowship (territorial, spiritual, social, blood ties). The material grounds of the com-
monalty’s social unity included the equalizing land redistribution. The land was 
not a private property of peasants and it was treated as the commonalty asset. 
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Though farming and farm products were private, decisions concerning land redis-
tribution were taken cooperatively, on solidarity principles. A peasant’s family got 
possession rights on the piece of land determined according to its labor potential 
(the number of workers – the number of males) or its needs (the total amount). 
There was an established intra-communal institutional mechanism of the evalua-
tion of the household’s contribution into the effective use of the whole common-
alty land resources and the evaluation of the family’s contribution in collective 
work. Evolutional formation of this mechanism was possible due to a rather suc-
cessful combination of various proprietary forms in the free Russian commonalty. 
The personal responsibility of peasants prevailed for agricultural implements and 
the communal form of property for large operational premises – mills, pastures etc.  

The main institute proving socioeconomic stability of the commonalty was 
mercy and charity. Its most wide-spread form was almsgiving, “personally handed 
from one person to the other” to beggars and the poor. The development of this so-
cial phenomenon is often related to the spiritual influence of Orthodoxy. Indeed, 
private charity is one of the most popular religious practices understood as a sign 
of responsibility before God and society and which gives a rich man a spiritual ap-
probation of his ownership. With the market development and the stratification of 
society in the late XIX – the beginning of XX century, charity was considered a 
behavior norm of a rich person. In the rural community, however, it was periodical 
as it was seen as a prerogative of a noble class, as well as poverty being wide-
spread among the peasants. Moreover, due to the undeveloped commodity-money 
relations the almsgiving in the monetary form was possible only in urban areas. In 
peasant communities the “quiet almsgiving” prevailed when food was put on the 
threshold of the house and peasant families took turns in raising orphaned children.  

The specific form of social security insurance generated by the Russian rural 
community was the community’s labor cooperation that appeared from the cus-
toms of “assistance” and in accord to traditions of labor collaboration of ancient 
Russian communities. The nature of this help (voluntary or obligatory) differed 
depending on the communal value of a particular type of work. The greater the 
communal expenses of the opportunistic behavior while providing a certain kind of 
assistance to the commonalty were, the more obligatory nature this kind of work 
acquired.  

Long-term reproduction of economic relations of living in the community de-
fined the dominance of behaviors, habits and mental constructs of communitarian 
nature in the mindset of entrepreneurs who did not lose their spiritual connection 
with the countryside. The ratio of positive and negative factors of ideological na-
ture is decisive for the introduction of CSR institution to the Russian economic 
system. 

The institutional settings of communitarian nature that prevent rooting of 
CSR institution in Russia include: 

- leveling (the wish of property equality of all citizens, condemnation of ex-
cessive wealth); 

- the desire to minimize the standard of living, which ultimately leads to the 
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weakening of motivation to introduce high standards of CSR; 
- conservatism, that is the resistance to all kinds of changes, withdrawal from 

the usual practice of doing things;  
- heightened sense of justice, seeing every manifestation of CSR as an attempt 

to "buy off" from the society. 
The institutional settings of a communitarian character that promote the root-

ing of CSR institution in Russia are: 
- traditions of mutual help and mutual supportiveness, complementary institu-

tions of volunteering; 
- positive perception of private charity - one of the most common institutions 

of CSR, which has endogenous nature; 
- maintaining the atmosphere of mutual trust and protection within the team 

(organization), which promotes the formation of social partnership. 
Thus, the communal sources of an entrepreneur’s responsible behavior have a 

contradictory impact on the possibilities of forming a modern Russian CSR model 
adequate to the requirements of the market. 
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1. Introduction. At the present moment a number of municipal entities in 
Russia are paying close attention to the development of management by targeted 
planning documentation base, including strategies and comprehensive programs of 
social and economical development (SED). One of the problems that arise with the 
creation of such documentation is analysis of social and economical position of a 
municipal entity and specifying priority fields and the main objective of develop-
ment of the territory [1].  

Among the existing solutions of this problem are ones based on SWOT analy-
sis which by itself is an examining method. As a general rule, the application of 
this method is rather limited and reduces to creation of a chart which reflects exist-
ing strengths and weaknesses of a municipal entity as well as its opportunities and 
threats that can appear afterwards. Once the chart is formed, the data in it is proc-
essed into objective, directions, models and strategy. Although, the process is yet 
not clear. More specifically, as SWOT analysis falls into the category of examining 
methods, it is not clear how the expert group is formed, the way the questionnaire 
is composed and how its questions are raised, in what way the analysis data is be-
ing processed and how its main objective and the priority fields of development of 
the territory are specified [2].  

 Considering all the above mentioned, an expert analysis procedure needs to 
be precisely described, the description should include suggestions on the formation 
of the expert group, a schematic of the examination procedure, a unified documen-
tation set (questionnaires) and all the measures that could make the process of ex-
amination more transparent. Moreover, the expert analysis method is to be aligned 
with the existing regulatory and legal framework that regulates the procedure of 
development of the documentation base, describing management by targeted plan-
ning in the municipal entity, particularly on the expert group formation. For in-
stance, Department of municipal entities of Voronezh region recommends each 
municipal entity to form an expert group to develop a strategy of SED including 
leading experts of structural subdivisions of local administration, entrepreneur-
ships and experts from scientific organizations who have a high level of expertise 
in developing management by targeted planning documentation base.  Taking into 
account this requirement, the suggested number of experts in an expert group 
should be no less than 15-20 people. 

2. Proposed methodology and application. In the course of work on the 
strategy of SED this expert group which is to be formed by the customer (munici-
pal entity administration) should collaborate with the documentation developers 
(the contractor) provided that both parties (municipal entity administration division 
and the external developer) can act as a developer (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1 – The expert group and the planning group cooperation during the 

process of development of the municipal entity strategy of SED 
 

Before a seminar is held (Fig.1), the developer should carry out an analysis of 
SED relying on the data collected by the Administration and later on set the gen-
eral concept of the municipal entity development emphasizing strengths and weak-
nesses (impact factors) as well as opportunities and threats of the territory. During 
the seminar with the developer and the experts the developed concept is being in-
troduced and discussed, and then SWOT analysis is being carried out. In this re-
gard, the SWOT analysis procedure should include the matrix that is created by 
each expert Fig. 2 [3].  

It is a general practice that the matrix is being created with SWOT classifica-
tion taking into consideration strengths and weaknesses that are of importance at 
the present moment and opportunities and threats that can become essential for the 
municipal entity development afterwards.  

When developing the SWOT analysis procedure and specifying priorities of 
the municipal entity it is necessary to be aware of the fact that the processing of a 
vast amount of expert evidence (hundreds of answers from 15-20 people) is to be 
performed using computer-aided procedures. To process the expert’s work it is re-
quired to develop the relevant software that would allow registering an expert and 
his answers to questions directly in the matrix of SWOT analysis.  

Questions, impact factors and possible alternative answers are to be displayed 
sequentially in the computer-aided questionnaire in accordance to the accepted rat-
ing scale – Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 2 – The SWOT Matrix that provides specifying of priorities for develop-

ment and risks of the strategy realization 

 
Fig. 3 – Software needed to carry out a SWOT analysis and its application at 

the seminar 
 

According to the SWOT analysis data obtained from the answers given by the 
experts is recorded in the matrix (Fig. 1), the bar graph has been formed and it in-
cludes the numeric values of priority of various fields in the municipal entity de-
velopment (perspectives) and the numeric values of risks of realization of the strat-
egy of SED - Figure 4. 

For instance, reference to the Figure 4 suggests that the following fields of 
development have the highest priority when the municipal entity development 
strategy is being implemented: agricultural development (AC) - 207; development 
of tourism, hunting and fishing (ToF) - (123); development of enterprises processing 
the agricultural commodities (Pro) - 120. 

It is worth mentioning that the presence of the regulatory and legal framework 
related to an increase in effectiveness of management (EffMan) of the municipal 
district also has high priority (123) which proves necessity of its improvement. 
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Fig. 4 - The priority orientations of the strategy realization of SED of the mu-

nicipal entity  
 

Other fields of the Strategy implementation have equal priority: development 
of private subsidiary farming (PSF) - 118; creation of network of trading and pur-
chasing cooperatives (Coop) - 116; development of the small business (SB) - 115;  

The following fields of development have the lowest priority: development of 
industrial production (In) - 70; creation of enterprises on the private-public partner-
ship basis (PPP) - 81; attraction of outward investments (OI) - 75. 

As specifying of priorities of the municipal entity strategy of SED is per-
formed by the expert group, values shown on Figure 4 are to be taken as average 
values of all the results collected. Based on these values only, it is possible to spec-
ify the main objective and priority directions of the municipal entity development. 

3. Conclusion. Implementation experience of the mentioned method of expert 
analysis procedure in 18 municipal regions of Voronezh region shows that specify-
ing priority directions and the main objective of the municipal entity strategy of SED 
on its basis is performed to a high degree of accuracy and are perceived adequately 
by overwhelming majority of population in municipal regions of Voronezh region. 
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